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Rector
It was a delight in June to welcome
many former pupils and staff to the
95th anniversary reunion dinner (page
4). I am still hearing from people about
how much they enjoyed the event.
Jordanhill School occupies a unique
niche in Scottish Education.This affords
us considerable flexibility and a range
of opportunities which the school has been able to leverage
to achieve outstanding outcomes for young people.
Sustaining and developing these opportunities depends on
the active support and participation of our community.The
Board is keen to draw upon the wealth of experience and
support within our alumni, former parents and others to
help strengthen its work and our capacity to respond to
emerging challenges.
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The Board is looking to co-opt suitably experienced
individuals or to appoint special advisers as appropriate
(page 6). Likewise the Educational Amenities Trust which
has expended its activities significantly in recent years is
looking to co-opt Trustees.

18 Concert Band Lake Garda

If you would be interested in either of these roles, then I
would encourage you to contact me in confidence. I would
also encourage readers to draw these opportunities to the
attention of anyone whose wisdom and experience might
benefit the school.
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The closure of the Francis Tombs Hall and David Stow
building on the adjacent University campus required us to
rethink a number of traditional school events last session. A
huge amount of planning went into relocating the Prizegiving
to Wellington Church and restructuring our pupil dances. It
is particularly pleasing to report on the resounding success
of these events in this edition of the Journal and I should
like to congratulate everyone involved.
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Cup Final Triumph
With the score tied at 0-0 after 90 minutes Jordanhill won
the Scottish Independent Schools FA Cup Final beating St.
Aloysius College 4-2 on penalties.
The team had a very tough route to the final. In the
quarter-finals they travelled to play the top seeds from
Edinburgh, George Watsons. After going 2-0 down the boys
showed great character to draw level after well taken goals
from Ross Thomson and a long range wonder goal from
captain, Scott McPherson. The game was decided on penalties and after a great save from Ali Rae, Fraser
Purves calmly scored the winning penalty. Man of the match was Stephen McCrossan.
The semi-final was played at a neutral venue in Perth against the top seeds from the North, Gordonstoun.
This time Jordanhill took the lead through Fraser Purves. However, with less than 10 minutes remaining
Gordonstoun equalised following a set piece. They went 2-1 up in extra time and the boys were facing
elimination from the competition until Captain McPherson stepped up with an even better long range strike
to send the match to penalties again. It was again left to Fraser Purves to score the winning penalty and
send the team into the final. Man of the Match was Adil Ghaffar.
The final was played at Hamilton FC, New Douglas Park against the top seeds from Glasgow, St Aloysius.
An evenly contested first half with no real chances burst into life in the last 5 minutes with fine saves from
each keeper. In the second half Jordanhill had much better shape and composure. St. Als were restricted to
one chance which was again stopped by keeper Alistair Rae. Jordanhill meanwhile had several chances and
set plays. Only a number of excellent saves and scrambled clearances prevented a goal.
So to the penalty shoot-out with Alistair Rae making a fantastic save low to his right on the first spot kick
and the blocking the second. His team mates coolly dispatched each of their penalties leaving Arslan Hussain
to score the winning penalty. Kenneth Stewart was man of the match. Congratulations to the team on their
success.
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95th Anniversary
Dinner
A quinquennial reunion dinner was held on Friday
19th June. Former pupils and staff from across the
generations enjoyed a display of pupil work from
art, graphics, design and manufacture in the south
campus along with a variety of memorabilia put
together by our librarian Joanna Donaldson. Musical
entertainment was provided by pupils here and later
at the reception in the north staffroom.
To mark the occasion, former pupil Graham Dunigan
presented a beautiful rose bowl to the school. The
“Reunion Rosebowl” now has pride of place in the
display cabinet in the school foyer. It will appear at
any formal reunion organised by the school or a year
group and be inscribed to mark each event. (See
Alumni page on web site.)
A wonderful meal was punctuated by two highly
entertaining performances by singers Colin Bryce and
Kirsty Leith accompanied by Andrew Lamb. Former
pupil Colin trained at the Royal Welsh College of
Music and Drama. Kirsty and Colin sang a medley of
songs from well-known musicals.
Our thanks go to Graham for his generosity, the
caterers and everyone who came along to make it
such a wonderful evening.
We now look forward to the 100th anniversary of
the school in 2020.
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Alasdair Stirling CBE
On July 14 2015 Alasdair Stirling was invested
as a Commander of the British Empire by the
Princess Royal at Windsor Castle. Alasdair
received the CBE for services to the Ministry
of Defence.
Alasdair was a pupil at Jordanhill School
between 1966 and 1979. He joined the Royal
Corps of Naval Constructors after graduating
from the University of Glasgow with a First
in Naval Architecture. After naval training and
sea time he obtained a MSc. from UCL. His
subsequent career has included appointments
in the south west of England, the Clyde,
Australia and Canada (where he worked
with Ian Glen another former pupil and naval
architect). Recent appointments have included
responsibility for the safety and availability of
all RN nuclear submarines. There was never
a dull day!
Alasdair is currently responsible for the
programme to design and build the submarines
to replace the Vanguard Class that is the
second biggest programme in government
after HS2.
The Ministry of Defence has continued to
demonstrate the importance of professional
training to meet the challenges of such
programmes by sending Alasdair to study part
time for a MSc. at the Said Business School,
University of Oxford. So he got there in the
end!
Alasdair currently lives in Wrington, North
Somerset, with his wife Mandy and daughter
Danni.
In May 2015 he became head of the Royal
Corps of Naval Constructors and had the
honour of a meeting with the patron HRH
The Duke of Edinburgh at Buckingham Palace.
Prince Philip told some interesting experiences
of his service with the Pacific Fleet in the war
against Japan. These reminded Alasdair of Mr
Branston’s recollections of his service with the
Royal Navy that included the sinking of the
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BISMARK. He told these at a sixth year coffee morning
in response to Alasdair expressing an interest in the navy.
Alasdair has chosen this picture because readers may be
interested in seeing his sister, Ruth (left), who was a pupil
between 1968 and 1976 and his father Alexander who
taught history at Jordanhill between 1961 and 1965.

Board of Managers
Co-opted Members and
Special Advisers

A number of vacancies have arisen to contribute to the
work of the Board of Managers as a co-opted member
or special adviser.The Board is seeking individuals who
have particular expertise in accountancy, law, media
relations, or the wider education system.
We would welcome expressions of interest from
anyone who wishes to make a contribution to public
life and to promote the well-being and development
of Jordanhill School.
If you are interested, then please contact the Rector for
further information. To find out more about the work
of the Board go to http://www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.
uk/school/board-managers
Please note that parents and staff who are eligible for
election to the Board itself cannot be considered for
these positions. Former parents, grandparents and
alumni are all eligible.

Educational Amenities Trust
Co-opted Members
The Educational Amenities Trust is a charity which operates separately from the school. The Trust and the
School are considered to be ‘Related Parties’.
The activities of the Trust have expanded and the Trustees are seeking to strengthen their range of expertise
by co-opting suitably experienced individuals. Expertise in financial management, law or of other charitable
organisations would be beneficial.
We would welcome expressions of interest from anyone who wishes to make a contribution to public life
and to promote the well-being and development of Jordanhill School. Please contact the Rector for further
information.
http://www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/school/educational-amenities-trust

Glasgow - MIT - Cambridge
In the summer of 2013, I was sponsored
by The Linda and Gordon Bonnyman
Charitable Trust to undertake a research
placement at MIT. I was to conduct research
in the mathematical modelling of blood
flow to assess parameters influencing sickle
cell disease - a somewhat different field to
my Aeronautical Engineering degree I had
finished the week before.
Academically, MIT is almost second to none.
Nevertheless, the approach was completely
different to what I was accustomed to.The
year before, I had done some mathematical
modelling of wind turbines at the University
of Cambridge; however, instructions were
explicitly given and I just had to execute it.
At MIT though, it was slightly different.
I remember my first meeting well. My
supervisor welcomed me into his office
with a smile and a very firm handshake.
This would become the norm for all our
meetings. He explained that a previous PhD
student had completed his thesis developing a mathematical simulation of red blood cell flow in the capillaries
and the parameters affecting sickle cell disease. Following this, he asked what would happen if we extended
the model to look at white blood cells and leukaemia. I scrambled for the little biology I remembered from
last studying it at Jordanhill and came up with something about viscosity increasing due to increased cell size.
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He continued questioning me before stating that he, too, wasn’t exactly sure what the outcome would be
– the true essence of research.
Soon enough, I embraced the opportunity to freely explore any relevant work. Of course, my supervisor
had his hypotheses and guided me through the process, but I was able to shape the project as I saw fit. I
would soon go on to see that this wasn’t so surprising after all.
The freedom to explore extended beyond our studies. MIT had all the usual sports and societies, but also
had some unusual activities such as building a wooden rollercoaster on the campus and hacking the building
lights to play Tetris. At MIT, the attitude to learning was different and there was ample opportunity to learn:
I became involved with sailing, taekwondo and even helped to restore a rig for a MIT museum exhibition. In
fact, I could even pop over to Harvard Medical School for some classes. For me, this is what made MIT so
great: they supported students in all “reasonable” ideas to help them learn, even if it sounded absurd – to
repeat, the students built a wooden rollercoaster on campus, tested it out by sitting on it and it happens
every year. This experience was truly an eye-opener and took learning to a whole new level.
Despite going to MIT two years ago, I still feel that my career and perspective is continuously being shaped
by this opportunity. I was inspired by the amazing technological research at MIT, but even more so there was
a great entrepreneurial spirit. I would not have believed that I could leave university and get involved with
start-ups with so little experience; yet, at MIT this almost seemed the norm. Following my studies at MIT, I
worked in London at Accenture, a technology consultancy, for a short while before applying for a PhD so
that I could do further interesting research.
I am currently pursuing my PhD at the University of Cambridge focusing on the “Design of Resilient
Organisations” and how to enable organisations to change under uncertainty. Cambridge has proven to be a
great learning curve for me. In fact, I have just come back from a very enjoyable week-long entrepreneurship
workshop where we worked to come up with ideas and plans, and learned to pitch to investors and
business angels. Amongst other ventures, I have also been involved in a project where computer algorithms
are applied to satellite imagery to count whales.
I am most grateful that The Linda and Gordon Bonnyman Charitable Trust supported my studies and gave me
the valuable chance to gain different perspectives. Having now worked in Boston, Hong Kong and London,
I would encourage everyone to explore different cultures and to gain these different perspectives which,
most importantly, opens up new opportunities and ways of thinking.
Jonathan Mak (FP 2008)

Bonnyman Scholars
2010-11 Yassine Belkacime Columbia			

2013 Ruth Kinane NYU

2012-13 Lauren Boag UPenn				

2015-16 Heather Galbraith Columbia

2013

2015-16 Fraser Grier NYU

Jonathan Mak MIT				
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Comic Relief 2015
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Summer Ball
2015
The closure of the David Stow building
on the Jordanhill campus brought several
changes in session 2014-15. Notably
the venue for our traditional senior
Christmas ceilidh was lost and, in the
absence of suitable alternative venues,
the opportunity was taken to introduce
new events.
A ceilidh for S6 was still held at Christmas
(Journal March 2015) and a summer ball
for S5 and S6 was held for the first time
in June. This took place at Mar Hall on a
gloriously sunny evening. The pupils had
a wonderful time and we have booked
the venue again for 2016. Thank you to
Ms McDade whose organisation made
the night such a success.
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Prizegiving
22nd June 2015
In 2015 Prizegiving was held for the first time
in Wellington Church on University Avenue
following the closure of the David Stow building
on the Jordanhill campus of the University of
Strathclyde.
Bussing some 800 pupils to and from the venue
was a major logistical exercise, but everyone
agreed that the church provided an ideal venue.
This year’s principal guests were Campbell and
Kara Ogilvie whose daughters Kayleigh and Faith
both attended the school. Campbell retired as
President of the Scottish Football Association
in June and it was a happy coincidence that he
was able to present the team of the year award
to our football team on winning the Scottish
Independent Schools Cup.
During the ceremony the School Captains, Anna
Baigent and Hamish Hay, presented a cheque
for £28,000 to Fiona’s Eye Fund. Anna and
Hamish also introduced their successors Taylor
Sutherland and Ian Grant.
School Dux SV
Eileen Xu
Proxime Accessit Award SV
Jennifer Gardner
William T. Branston Memorial Dux SVI
Fraser Glass
Andrew Walker Proxime Accessit SVI
Emma Armstrong
House Shield Winners
Crawfurd
Young Musician of the Year
Iona Staniforth
Sports Champions
Kirsty Elliott & Jennifer Macdonald
Ewan Hoy
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All of the photographs from the
day can be viewed and ordered
online from the Parents page on
the web site.
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Sports 2015
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In 2014-15 S6 selected Fiona’s Eye Fund to
be their charity for the year. In total they donated
over £28,000 to the charity with a large element
of this raised at the dinner held in May.
The support from parents and friends for this
event was fantastic with a huge turnout and great
generosity shown.
Guests enjoyed an excellent meal catered by Wild
Fig and were greatly entertained by the Pure
Brass Quintet. The event was ably compered
by school captains Anna Baigent and Hamish Hay.
Particular thanks go to all the members of the
S6 charity committee who donated their time to
assist on the night.
Congratulations to S6 on raising such a wonderful
total!
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Lake Garda
After a slight struggle to pack the bus with 41 pupils, 5 staff, all luggage and musical
instruments (including timpani and tubas) the Senior Concert Band left the school
gates at midday on Saturday 13th June bound for Lake Garda. Everyone was
fresh faced and excited!
Fast forward 30 hours and after endless games of Bingo, a Connect Four
tournament, numerous movies and Magnus Kelly’s incessant talking, we finally
arrived at our destination, a bit less fresh faced than when we started the journey
but still excited, especially when we saw the cool, inviting swimming pool.
On Monday the sun shone for our first excursion to the city of Verona.We visited
Juliet’s house and the Arena di Verona. Lots of photos were taken with the statue
of Juliet and it did take some prizing to get Lachlan Callen away from her.
In the afternoon we set up in a courtyard in the centre of Verona and performed
to a fantastic audience. Many people came up to speak to the band and some of the audience even came
back to the next concert. The percussion section really benefited from the acoustics of the venue and the
highlights were ‘Skyfall’ and ‘Transformers’. We celebrated afterwards with ice cream.
On Tuesday we visited Venice
where Roddy our tour
operator had organised a
private boat to take us from
the bus park to the city. This
was a fantastic experience as
were all the sights in the city,
Saint Mark’s Basilica, Bridge
of Sighs, Rialto Bridge, Grand
Canal and of course pizza!
We all loved standing on the
bridges watching the gondolas
underneath and of course
Mr Archibald could not resist
singing the famous ‘Just One
Cornetto’ song!
In the afternoon we visited a
glass making factory on the nearby island of Murano. Everyone enjoyed watching the craftsmen demonstrate
their skills and many of us took the opportunity to buy souvenirs from the shop. Mrs Gilmour was slightly
nervous as there were notices everywhere in the shop stating that all breakages must be paid for. She kept
saying to everyone not to touch things however, the only person to actually break something was Mrs
Gilmour herself!
Wednesday was a day of relaxation. Fun at the pool in the morning where once again it was the staff who
managed to get into trouble. Both Mr Langford and Mr Cowling were told off by the lifeguard for belly
flopping into the pool!
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In the afternoon we took a boat
ride from Lazise to Garda where
more ice cream was eaten. The
views from the boat were stunning
and once again the sun shone all
day.That evening we went bowling
and it was Mrs Dempster who
showed her secret talent of full
strikes completely taking everyone
else out!
On Thursday we visited Bardolino
in the morning during market time.
The girls did lots of shopping while
the boys held handbags (well Ally
Rae did for Jessica Richmond!) and
ate more Italian treats!
Our concert that evening was at the open air stage in Garda. Again the weather was fantastic and the band
performed as the sun was setting with fantastic views of Lake Garda in the background.
Afterwards we went to a local pizzeria and had made to order pizza and ice cream. This was definitely the
best pizza of the whole trip!
On Friday, our final full day, we went to Gardaland. Everyone had a fantastic time on all the rides. The big
attractions being ‘Oblivion’ and ‘Blue Tornado’ that even all the staff and bus drivers went on. That evening
we performed for the other guests at our hotel and then we had a party. We introduced Nico, our French
tour guide, to ceilidh dancing and other fun party games such as ‘The Music Man’ and ‘Agadoo’!
The hotel itself was perfect for our group. Lovely rooms, fantastic staff and amazing food although some
pupils did complain about the amount of dishes with aubergine - who knew that this vegetable could be
so versatile!
Everyone came home with a wealth of stories. Who can forget Magnus Kelly getting stuck in a rubber ring,
Sam Houston’s elephant ankle, the birthday cakes for Sarah Jack and Scott Graham,Tom Keeley’s one liners,
Adam Dorward’s addiction to junk food and Mr Archibald’s bandaged head to name just a few! Yes the bus
journey was long, but no one complained and even more remarkable was the fact that no one was sick!
We drove through France, Germany, Holland
and Switzerland, taking in the beautiful scenery
in each country - although paying £6 for a
cup of tea in Switzerland was a shock! The
standard of playing in the concer ts was
tremendous and the pupils were a real credit
to themselves, their parents, staff and Jordanhill
School.
We will still be talking about this trip in years
to come. The whole experience was just
amazing, so much culture, fun and laughter.
The memories will stay with us forever.
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Glasgow City Council Art
Competition 2014-15
The junior and senior drawing trips to the Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum were very successful again
last session. Jordanhill pupils won a good number of medals and certificates in the Annual Glasgow Museums
Art Competition. This high profile competition is open to schools from across Scotland and involves pupils
producing a three hour drawing in any Glasgow museum. This year our Jordanhill artists walked away with
a gold and six silver medals. Another fantastic result and a testament to the talent and dedication of our
pupils! All those who took part should be very proud.

Sarah Foster, S2 – Gold Medal

Chiara Van Den
Hoven, S4 –
Silver Medal
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Zoe Graham, S6 – Silver Medal

Amber Wroe, S2 – Silver

Paeder Hay, S2 –
Silver Medal

Harry Beaumont, S2 – Silver Medal

Hazel Wilkie, S5 – Silver Medal

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Erin Redpath - S6

Olivia Leven - S6

Robyn Black - S6

Grace Beaumont - S6

Grace Beaumont - S6

Ben Aitken - S3
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Catriona Smith - S4

Ahwa Habeeb - S5
Eileen Xu - S5

Keir Ross - S5

COMMENDED

Hannah Leydon - S2

Eva Waugh - S3

Anna Murdoch - S3

Catriona Ross - S5
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Nuala Lynch-Small - S3

Megan Hoy - S2

P5 Outdoor
Education
Splash! Primar y 5 leapt into their Outdoor
Education programme with the usual vigour again
during the summer term! Despite the normally
reliable Scottish weather being against us pupils
greatly enjoyed their sessions in Outdoor Science
and Orienteering at Mugdock Country Park and
Sailing and Kayaking at Bardowie Loch.
Vast amounts of teamwork, determination and
problem solving were on display at both venues
and the pupils really enjoyed working with our
coaches who provided stimulating, safe and fun
activities every week.
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Abernethy
2015
Every year the Primary 6 pupils and a selection
of hand-picked sixth years enjoy a week long
residential trip at the Abernethy Outdoor
Centre in Nethybridge, near Aviemore.
Pupils quickly realise the three hour bus
journey is worth every minute, when they
arrive at the 25-acre outdoor wonderland.
During their stay they participated in a variety
of activities and challenges working in pairs
and groups under the careful supervision of
teachers and the Abernethy instructors. In
addition to the planned activities the children have a
daily swim session, visit the shop, gather in the games
room and enjoy some free time. At the end of the week
all pupils gather round the bonfire and enjoy a freshly
cooked hot dog before packing up and waving goodbye
to our Abernethy instructors after a whirlwind week of
outdoor learning.
Thank you to Mattie and Rhona for sharing their
experiences with us.

This year the whole of p6 went to
Abernethy. In Abernethy there are
lots of challenges to conquer and fears
to overcome. Abernethy had a lot of
activities to participate in; my personal
favourite was the silver maze. Every
day after completing your activities for
the day you either had free time or 20
minutes to swim in the luxurious pool.
For free time, you could play in the
games room, go back to your dorm
or chalets or make use of the indoor
sports hall.
In the morning we got a lovely breakfast
and at night time we had a filling dinner,
after dinner the shop opens there
are lots to buy like sweets, souvenirs,
postcards and hoodies (they were a
triumph). After the shop there was
‘Explore’, it is like a Christian get
together. During this time we sang
songs and learned about famous
Christians. After Explore we had a light
bite followed by bedtime- but actually
we went to bed a lot later and I mean
a lot. I will remember Abernethy for
ever. It has been a brilliant trip!
Mattie McLarnon P6AB
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The bus journey up to Nethybridge took three and half hours. When we arrived everyone was bursting
with excitement. Mr Paton read out the chalet lists and we all scurried off to put our luggage away. After
casting an eye over our home for the week, we all had a picnic on the front lawn. Post lunch everyone
participated in an orienteering challenge. It was so much fun!
After activities we went for our daily swim and if we had time, we could have a bit of free choosing
before we had dinner. For dinner we had sausage and mash. It was delicious.
The shop opened at 6:45 pm so once most people had left the dining room they went to queue for
the shop. I think almost everyone bought a hoodie.
Later in the evening we had something called ‘Explore’ were we learned about Jesus and people who
made a difference to the world. We also sang songs. After that we all went to bed. I can’t wait for
another adventure tomorrow!
Rhona Smith P6B
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P7 Paris Trip
2015
In May Primary 7 made their cultural visit
to Paris, and for the first time in many years,
travelled by coach. It is testament to the
advances in vehicle suspension, excellent
drivers and our “no sweets on the coach”
rule that throughout the trip only one pupil
was travel sick!
The visit to our penpals was marvellous,
as pupils practised their French, and
experienced education – Paris style.
Other excursions included the Musee
Grevin, a waxwor ks museum, the
ar tists’quar ter at Place du Ter tre, rue
Mouffetard, Aquaboulevard, a fabulous
water park, and, of course, Disneyland Paris.
One of the many highlights of the trip was
an evening sail down the River Seine on a
bateau mouche. Seeing the Eiffel Tower lit
up was a magnificent spectacle and created
one of many memories of our trip to the
City of Lights.
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P7 Profile Evening
On Tuesday 9th June, parents and friends joined P7 pupils in an
evening of celebration to mark their achievements in the Primary
Department. We were pleased that Mr John Anderson, Depute
Head Teacher with responsibility for S1- S3, was present to
welcome our young people as they progress into the Secondary
Department.
It was an evening of happy memories and looking forward to the
future with anticipation. There was much hilarity as we watched
images of seven years of fun, learning and friendship. Needless to
say, some pupils and parents found these moments from the past
quite emotional!
At the end of the formal part of the evening, the Refectory staff
provided light refreshments and everyone was able to reminisce
in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere.

Lauren White
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Raasay 2015
In May, the current S2 pupils went to Raasay for their S1 outdoor experience. As can be seen in the
selection of pictures below, the pupils enjoyed a wide range of activities, including kayaking, archery,
crate climbing, team challenges, sailing, rock climbing and abseiling. They also got the opportunity to
experience living on a remote island for a few days and explore its natural beauty. Plans for Raasay 2016
for the new S1 pupil are already underway.
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S3 Lockerbie
Manor
By Joseph Daly
On an unusually sunny day, most of third year set off
on a short journey from the familiar sights of Jordanhill
towards the much quieter area of Dumfriesshire,
headed for the small town of Lockerbie. The manor
itself lay on the outskirts of the settlement, and after
driving through Lockerbie and into the manor’s
grounds, we were promptly greeted by the staff and
shown to our rooms. It would be impossible to call
the following days relaxing, but with good reason as
we were partaking in a whole variety of activities
with no time to be bored.
One of the highlights of the trip was the trek through
the Moffat Hills, an arduous, tiring, yet extremely
rewarding journey, followed by a night under the
stars. Even those who had been camping before
found new skills during this trip, such as setting up
and putting down pop-up tents (which is more
difficult than it sounds, I assure you!) and the merits
of Smash as a meal.
The rest of the trip was slightly tamer, but not much.
The kayaking and canoeing involved most of the
pupils there getting at least slightly soaked, if not
completely drenched. The various climbing activities
helped a lot of pupils get over their fear of heights,
and proved to be fully enjoyable as well. There was
also a blind trail that we took part in which involved
going through extremely muddy terrain.The washing
up to be done afterwards was not wholly appreciated
by most pupils, but that aside, it was very enjoyable.
To break up the activities, some more academic
courses were introduced, such as photography, plant
identification, natural art and creative writing. The
tuck shop was also seemingly a huge hit, as you might
expect. Much time and money was spent in queues
for food here.
We left Lockerbie after five days there, returning
to Glasgow amidst parents who would have liked
to keep us out of the house a while longer. All in all,
the trip was a fantastic experience for us all, having
ventured into a place unfamiliar to most of us, yet
coming out with new achievements, knowledge and
stories to share.
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The Rusty Old Pod
The rusty old pod landed in the dark woods. The
door of the pod opened with a thud as it hit the
mulchy ground. Five people wearing colour coded,
C- grade pressure suits walked out.Without speaking
they checked their equipment and set off. They
trudged on silently for hours until the woods stopped.
Something huge lay in front of them. It looked like a
giant quarry, but the trees surrounding it were burnt
to ash and the mouth of the pit was slimy.
The group stared into the abyssal mouth of the pit.
There were three large shelves in the pit that led
down to an abrupt drop-off.They opened the utility
packs in their suits and took out parts for a rope
and pulley system. The two men with green and
blue pressure suits set-up a tripod and strung the
rope through it. They clipped themselves onto it…
and descended.
Going down the tunnel seemed like descending into
hell. It was smothered in slick liquids which made
slipping an imminent and terrifying occurrence
despite the rope. The tunnel was unnaturally hot as
well, the group’s suits insulated them causing them
to sweat and itch profusely. About three hours in the
light from the entrance stopped… They had reached
the bottom.
The cavern they found themselves in was the size of
a cathedral, bony, spine-like structures grew from the
floor and arched over the walls, which were formed
from what looked like taught, waxy, black flesh. Huge,
organic vents spewed steam into the room, which
clouded the stagnant air. One of the men took out a
glow stick and lit it. At the far end of the cavern lay a
huge creature. Its skin was brown and slimy but not
yet rotten. Its innumerable, crustacean limbs were
taut with “rigor mortis” and its back had twisted in
to a spiral. The creature’s half turtle half whale head
was cratered with deep holes that dripped with the
same black goo as the walls.
They stood back, struck with a dominating sense of
vertigo and fear, then they got back to work. They
spread out, planting metal markers into the ground
and cutting into the walls with knives. In an hour or
two the room had nearly been mapped and partially
dissected, the markers giving off glaring, white light.
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They had been so distracted by the task that they
had acclimatised themselves to the cavern and had
lost track of time and their surroundings.The cavern
had been slowly filling up with red water that seeped
from the vents. Dull and mossy aquatic plants had
bloomed ominously around them. The man in the
blue suit stood up to straighten his back and saw
the rising water climbing up his legs. He shouted to
the others, who dumbly stood looking around as
the water rose.
By the time they had figured out what was happening,
and started to move they were already treading
water.They had noticed a tunnel in the wall covered
in a light, green film and made for it. The water was
up to their chests, then to their visors. They could
see the creature leaking wretched fluids into the
water, which were attracting gross, two foot long,
white worms.
They scrambled to the tunnel in the wall, which
looked like a rotten red mouth. They brushed the
film away and stumbled through the short tunnel to
a new room. It was three or four times larger than
the last one. The walls housed row upon row of
pods, like a beehive. Suddenly something burst from
one of the pods. It landed on the ground silently, just
behind them. It looked like a massive curled up insect
or fungal spore, it wasn’t dead either.The man in the
red suit turned to see it and tentatively walked up
to it. As he did this it opened its head like a lid. The
man got out a spare marker and shone its light into
the alien innards of the creature. It looked mechanical
like a car’s engine. Something inside the pod started
to stir; then, suddenly it shoved a pipe through the
man’s head and absorbed him. The others could
hear him scream as he was processed by the pod.
It replaced his flesh and bones with black flesh and
metallic bones.The others screamed, helpless as the
strange organism processed their friend and crew
member. It shot him out a mutilated monster. It lay
on the ground curled up and covered in film for a
while, and then it started to rise, stretching out its
gangly limbs.

It raised its head and screamed
then slowly lowered it to observe
the crew, narrowing its eyes and
showing its teeth. They were
ready for it to attack them as
it stood forward making low
whines like an angry dog, then
it stopped and turned around,
the crew could see something
under its skin. Suddenly a pair of
smooth, featherless wings shot
out of its back. It took off skyward,
bursting through layer after layer
of caverns just like the previous
ones.The people left in the tunnel
had set things in motion that they
couldn’t understand
Euan Leven S2

Visitors from The
Netherlands
Recently, we were asked by Glasgow City Council/International
Office to host a group of teachers and a schools' inspector from
Holland wishing to find out more about Scottish education. The
visitors were keen to learn about quality assurance procedures
and interested to see how ICT was used to enhance learning and
teaching in our classrooms.
The Dutch visitors commented that our school seemed very formal,
with all pupils in full uniform and members of staff very smartly
dressed. In Holland, it was quite acceptable for teachers to come
to school in jeans!
Clearly, all our visitors enjoyed visiting Jordanhill School and were
impressed by the warmth of the welcome they received.

Journal Articles
Thank you to all those who have
contributed to this and recent editions of the Journal.
We always enjoy reading about the lives and exploits of members of the Jordanhill community around
the world.
Please continue to share your news and reminiscences with us.
If you are interested in submitting an item for the Journal, then please e-mail
info@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk
or telephone 01415762500
Back copies of the Journal can be accessed at
http://www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/school/journal-archive
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